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A new chapter in the history of Siemens AG
Company setup as of October 1, 2020
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Industry 4.0 comes with evolving business models and their complex requirements –
Changed value chains, new ecosystems, changed responsibilities
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Example: usage-based business models
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*  Consumes in future usage-based instead of ownership



Digital Identities of
 Natural Persons
 Legal Entities 
 Machines

IIoT and M2M business models require a changed 

… new payment services and digital currency will be essential for Industry 4.0 and IIoT and its ‘smart contracts’ to automate

… machines controlling / delivering based on payment status of a debtor

… autonomous machines need to independently and directly effect & receive (micro)payments (i. a. PSD2 reg to be changed)

… programmable & autonomous DvP * processing without human interaction

Digital / Programmable 
Currency

= +

eWalletsProgrammable 
Payments
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* the Delivery of goods & services versus programmable cash flows / Payment
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Use Cases and potential payment solutions 
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Conventional
payments

Trigger to 
conventional 

payments

Private crypto 
currency / stable 

coin

Tokenized
commercial bank

money

Central Bank  
Digital Currency

M2M payments, IoT payments, Automated
Settlement Payments, pay-per-use payments

Bidirectional settlements

Cross-border / - ccy payments

24/7 payments

Payments with information-function

Cash-free offline payments

Personal evaluation

Smart contracts (-), 
Operating hours (-), 

efficiency (-) 
cost intensity (-), 

availability solution (+)

Smart Contracts (+), 
Operating hours (-), 

Cost intensity (-), 
interoperability (-), 
legal complexity (-)

Smart Contracts (+),
Operating hours (+),  
Interoperability (-), 
volatility (-), B2B 

compliance / trust (-)

Smart Contracts (+),
Operating hours (+), 
Interoperability (+), 
B2B compliance / 

trust (o)

Smart Contracts (+),
Operating hours (+), 
Interoperability (+), 
B2B compliance / 

trust (+)

Not usable Usable with
limitations Usable

Source: Geld in programmierbaren Anwendungen – Branchenübergreifende Perspektiven aus der dt. Wirtschaft, Dez 2020

https://www.bundesbank.de/de/presse/pressenotizen/zunehmender-bedarf-an-programmierbaren-zahlungen-855056
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Use Cases 

Solutions

https://www.bundesbank.de/de/presse/pressenotizen/zunehmender-bedarf-an-programmierbaren-zahlungen-855056


Digital Currency – Prerequisite for the development of a tokenized economy
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Crypto currency Stable Coin Central Bank Digital Currency 
(CBDC)

• Bitcoin, Ethereum, …
• Blockchain-based currency, no

issuing institution
• Trust in currency derives from trust

in Blockchain technology
• Problems: acceptance, volatility, 

scalability

• USD Coin, JP Morgan Coin, Diem 
(Libra) *, …

• Blockchain-based currency with 
reduced volatility, stable coins are 
attached / pegged to stable assets  
or fiat currencies

• Problems: dependency on issuing
institution

• eRMB, Sand Dollar (Bahamas), …
• Digital central bank currency in the

form of tokens
• Trust in CBDC due to trust in issuing

institution
• Problem: time frame of their 

implementation, e.g in EU

Potential Basis for fully automated M2M Payments
Enabler for Micropayments
Raised efficiency through cost reduction (Administration cost, transaction costs, …)
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* Relaunch activities stopped in Switzerland



CBDC research and pilots around the world
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BS = The Bahamas; ECCB = Eastern Caribbean Central Bank; HK = Hong Kong SAR; JM = Jamaica; SG = Singapore. The use of this map does not constitute, and 
should not be construed as constituting, an expression of a position by the BIS regarding the legal status of, or sovereignty of any territory or its authorities, to the 
delimitation of international frontiers and boundaries and/or to the name and designation of any territory, city or area.
Source: R Auer, G Cornelli and J Frost (2020), “Rise of the central bank digital currencies: drivers, approaches and  technologies”, BIS working papers, No 880, August.

BS

HKJM
SG

ECCB

Live retail CBDC
Retail pilot ongoing
Retail pilot completed
Retail research
Retail research and wholesale project
Wholesale project
N/A

Project phase:
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eEUR starts to take shape, several questions not solved yet – Joint decision of EC and 
ECB expected ‘towards mid-2021’ whether to start a digital Euro project 
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• Before: Public consultation on a digital euro (12 Oct 2020 
until 12 January)  ‘…8,221 citizens, firms and industry 
associations responded to the online questionnaire, a 
record for ECB public consultations’

• Selected results of consultation – Respondents’ 
preference:

• privacy and security
• eEuro to exist offline, held in phones or digital wallets
• to operate in conjunction with existing banking system
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• Signals from ECB on eEUR: commercial banks won’t be 
sidelined – several problems to be solved

• fear if a digital currency is an open-ended deposit account 
directly with the central bank, then its inherent guarantee 
will see deposits flee commercial banks, (esp. in a crisis, 
and undermine the retail banking)

• To counter that, ECB board member Fabio Panetta has 
proposed limiting deposits to households (max. 3,000 
EUR) and accounts held by companies or investors, with 
deeply negative interest rates

Current Expectations and Observations

eEUR CBDC may come, not before 2025 / 2026 
be aimed at households, accessible through financial 
intermediaries and run on a centralized ledger system 
controlled by monetary authorities --

eEUR on DLT – is available in 2021, via (a) trigger solutions, 
i.e.  connection of DLT / smart contracts with classical IBAN 
based payment infrastructure or (b) regulated tokenized 
Euro (e Money Licence)



Selected Benefits of a DLT based digital programmable Euro –
‘Roadmap towards a Digital programmable Euro’ *

• Users could be individuals, industrial companies and financial organizations

• Programmability through smart contracts to allow autonomous and automated commercial processes and 

financial services such as interest payments, loans, escrow accounts, leasing, factoring, etc.

• Interoperability of the digital programmable Euro to achieve benefits across multiple ecosystems

• Machine-to-machine payments & micro payments will be required (machine economy). Users could therefore 

also be devices with the realm of the IoT, i.e. autonomous cars, machines, sensors etc.

• Integration of delivery and payment on the same DLT system resulting in near-real-time settlements for 

securities, digitized rights, assets, services, and products

• Cross-border money transfer denoted in Euro end-to-end within seconds across the globe with verified

senders and recipients

* Open Letter: Roadmap Towards a Digital Programmable Euro, Philipp Sandner, Jun 15, 2020,    https://medium.com/@philippsandner/open-letter-roadmap-towards-a-digital-programmable-euro-ab4ede44bac5, 
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https://medium.com/@philippsandner/open-letter-roadmap-towards-a-digital-programmable-euro-ab4ede44bac5


Use Case: Pay per use solution for use case ‘machine operated in UAE’
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Overview use case and challenge “pay per use”

Payee
Siemens 

Headquarter 
Germany

Payee
Siemens Local 

Entity UAE

Initial situation
• Siemens provided machine with additional function to 

improve its performance
• Service and usage of additional feature to be remunerated to 

local Siemens entity in UAE and Siemens entity in Germany

Requirement
• Tamper-proof setup, proof that service was performed 

and respective payment is due – for payee and payer 
• Pay per use and automated trigger of a payment 

Technology stack
• Siemens uses a blockchain / DLT based solution for 

ensuring tamper-proof tracking of machine usage

Open questions
• How is tracking of usage built today? Which DLT/Blockchain 

technology is used? Is as a smart contract used?
• How is the solution connected to off-chain data processing?

Solutions for payment processing in a pay per use 
model to be developed 

Decision: Blockchain / DLT usage for trustworthy metering

Off chain data  
connectivity 
e.g. Oracle

Network

Machine Pay-
per-Use Data

Blockchain 
Environment

Smart Contract

Payer
Plant OP 

Challenge:
Payment

Integration
Approach
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Use Case: Different approaches to initiate and process payment after “pay-per-use” event –
From traditional payment to programmable money
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Payment

1 Off-chain approach

1.1 Initiated by payee 1.2 Initiated by payer

2 On-chain approach

2.1 Without fiat conversion 2.2 With fiat conversion

• “Traditional” direct debit 
(e.g., SEPA DD, ACH debit, 
…)

• Card payments or global
APMs / Wallets (e.g., 
Paypal)

• “Traditional” (international) 
bank transfer (e.g., SEPA 
CT, SWIFT, …)

• Contemporary global pay-to-
bank / pay-to-card solution 
(e.g., VISA/MC, Wise, 
Hyperwallet, …)

• Internal transfer of prog. 
money asset (e.g. 
Stablecoin) from Payer’s 
Wallet to Payee’s Wallet 

• Payee accepts and waives 
exchange into fiat currency

• Internal transfer of prog. 
money asset (e.g. 
Stablecoin) from Payer’s 
Wallet to Payee’s Wallet  

• Payee automatically triggers 
conversion of prog. money 
asset into fiat money (e.g. 
with Stablecoin issuer)
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Use Case: Evaluation of options leads to timedifferentiated approach
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Off-chain payee-initiated 
(card-based)

Off-chain payer-initiated 
(pay-to-bank) On-chain only On-chain with

Fiat conversion

(Regulatory) Compliance

Costs of payment method

Estimated effort for 
implementation

Total evaluation

Recommendation 

Short term
• Leveraging global pay-out provider to 

decrease cost
• Requires incentive for Payer to 

participate

Quick start – Alternative 
• Credit card payment as easiest solution 

to be implemented, with high probability 
payer already has a credit card 

• Negotiations with Schemes to get lower 
prices

Mid / Long term
• Monitor development of programmable 

payment 
• Re-evaluate once regulatory treatment 

of programmable currencies / money 
become more stable 

1 Regional dependencies, further evaluation necessary 

1 11
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Ramin Ghafari
Head of Financial Technologies
Siemens Treasury GmbH

+49 (0)172 570 5433

ramin.ghafari@siemens.com

Interested to walk the talk…? 

Interested in realizing a joint IoT / M2M PoC? 

circuit://circuit.siemens.com/#/email/ramin.ghafari@siemens.com
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